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Ozone Technology the World Can Aff ord
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OZOPEN Portable Ozone
Generators

Clean, chemical-free water the way
nature intended…. At a price
everyone can afford!
The OZO-PEN product line is based on
OZOMAX’s

revolutionary patented INSITU

ozone technology and other Patent pending
follow-ups. These one-of-a-kind portable ozone
generators produce ozone directly in water so,
unlike conventional ozone generators, there is
no need for compressors, air dryers, oxygen
concentrators . This makes the unit completely

OZOPEN WITH ACCESSORIES

portable and hassle-free.

Along with ozone, its unique design allows the
production of hydrogen peroxide, hydroxyl

Generates ozone & mixed oxidants INSITU

radicals and other mixed oxidants. Together, the
ozone and the mixed oxidants, destroy harmful

Treat a glass of water or a large jug quickly
or tank and easily. Requires only a source of
electricity. No need for any other equipment.

bacteria and viruses that may be present in the
water in a matter of minutes. In addition, these
powerful oxidizing agents rid the water of
colour, offensive smells and bad taste…The

Kills harmful bacteria & viruses within
minutes

process is so quick and effective that anyone can
produce clean, safe drinking water right in their
own kitchen. Moreover, the OZO-PEN is so
light and compact that it can be taken to any
place where it is needed: at the office, at camp,
or while travelling abroad.

Removes odour and bad taste from water
The OZO -PEN product line includes:
1- OZO-PEN Standard model

Portable unit can be used at home, at the
office, while travelling…and can even be
operated using solar panels!

2- OZO-PEN SPA
3- OZO-PEN TANK
4- OZOPEN-TANK-M

!

OZOPEN-TANK

OZOPEN- SPA 20 V DC- 6 A

20V DC Power supply

OZOPEN-TANK

OZOPEN-TANK with power supply 24 V DC - 10 Amps

TYPICAL DATA & PEFORMANCE

OZO-PEN SS 18'', 120VDC Power Supply
Test kit: For Ozone Conc. Less than 2 ppm, HACH Standard DPD kit
For Ozone Conc. > 2 ppm, McClain High Range Titration Kit
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